
Surrounding yourself with nature increases
creativity, concentration and productivity. It makes for
less
absenteeism, you feel more at home and it creates more
connection
with each other and the space. Nature is there to help us,
and the
science shows us why. Do you want to improve acoustics
Creating more greenery, nature, atmosphere and privacy, we
are happy to help you.

Metiez Nature Matters



www.metiez.com

www.mossdivider.com

Moss
All the moss we use is 100% real and natural. Our moss grows
and is harvested under state supervision. Everything
with respect for nature.
All our moss has undergone a natural and environmentally
friendly treatment making it beautiful, fresh and green for years to come.
On average, a moss wall remains beautiful for 10 years.

Advantages off moss
 

Sustainable
Great for acoustics
Eye-catchingly beautiful
Fire retardant
Dust and dirt repellent
Insect-free
Hyperallergenic
No maintenance required
Economical because no water or light is needed and no
monthly recurring maintenance costs.

 

http://www.metiez.com/
http://www.mossdivider.com/
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Tip:
New Moss Technique Pure moss

Because we want to work as *sustainably as possible, It was with pain in our hearts that we always had to throw away a lot of moss in orderto keep only the
usable heads.

So we went to see how we could also use the moss in asustainable way.
And we succeeded, we asked some cooperation from thehospitality industry and young entrepreneurs and they found it even more beautiful than the
traditionaway of reindeer moss processing.

With the new technique * we glue the moss instead of tackingit on the side.
This allows you to see the whole structure of the moss andnot just the spheres.
This gives you a lot of life, structure and movement in themoss, this is what we received back from almost everyone during the research.

More exciting and it's never the same.
Even when different moss colors are mixed together, it imore spontaneous and unique.
So if you really want something completely new then the puretechnique is really something for you.

We reuse as many matrials as possible, such as boxes,filling matrials, etc., in a sustainable manner
.For this we use glue made from potatoes, so completely natural
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New Pure Moss



Considering the time in which we live now, social Distanceis of great importance.

We can create safe workplaces by placing transparent screens,which can be done quickly and easily.
i
But is safety, sustainability and greenery of paramounti mportance to you?
MossDesk dividers give you and your employees a bit oprivacy, safety and security.

They are also sound-absorbing.
They are available in various sizes, very quick and easy to install.

Available with various types and colors of moss.
If you have special wishes just discuss them with us.

Nieuw:  MossDeskDividers
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Social Distance
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Mossdividers, Roomdividers, Mobile mosswalls
I'm sure you recognize this. You just got off to a goodstart at work and a colleague gets a call, you work with headphones however you're
still distracted.

Or you have a nice dinner at the end of your working day andwant to enjoy your company and the food in peace and quiet. But that will b
completely made impossible by all the chatter and sound. In such a way that you would prefer to leave again?

Does your workplace deserve more atmosphere? Do you want more privacy in your workplace? Are the ideas full of color but the walls
white? Everywhere in the worldworkplaces are becoming greener and there is a greater need
for flexible workspaces. To make this possible, we have developed the MossDivider
You want to redecorate your office, canteen, practice, restaurant or living room. how about an attractive, exclusive Eye Catcher
bymaintenance free moss?

Our mobile moss walls are real mood creators and can be produced in any size. The Moss Divider comes in different wood , colors and
moss types even as Jungle Wall.

Whichever Moss Divider you choose, you will always get the best quality from us.
We start from the golden ratio.

Ask about our competitive prices, we deliver the highest quality and everything is made with the same care and craftsmanship.
A suitable Moss Divider for every budget.

 

http://www.metiez.com/
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Make your company logo shine!
Make your company logo an absolute eye catcher.
There are several possibilities to apply your company logo on a moss wall or moss creation on it, in it or in between.
Deliver your jpg and your wishes and we will do everything we can to provide you with the most beautiful moss creation.
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Bollmoss

Raindeermoss

Raindeermos



 
 

New, everlasting plants.
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We apply these plants in our Jungle moss walls. 

These plant branches are natural branches of which the juices have been replaced by natural and environmentally friendly juices.

Because of this, these also *seasons to years beautiful.
They keep their color and they don't get ugly brown leaves.

For best results, ask our advice which plants can be used in your design and placement. 

* However, they remain plants and one plant is always different from another, so each plant can differ a little and also in vase life.
That is why we ask you to let us advise you which plants are most suitable for your design and the space where the moss wall is
applied.

http://www.metiez.com/
http://www.metiez.com/
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Hint:
They are also cost effective just like the moss walls. They don't need any maintenance.
For interior advisors, concept design, interior designer the interior industry that wants to provide the customer with the most beautiful design,
green and think along with you about cost savings.

But also for everyone who wants the most beautiful plants at home without having to look at them. From now on everyone has green fingers
with real plants.

Attention: The plant branches cannot be exchanged or returned.
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Rendiermos Mosgreen Rendiermos Middelgreen
 

Rendiermos Springgreen
 

Rendiermos Naturel
 

Rendiermos Zwart

 
Rendiermos Rood

 
Rendiermos old green

 
Platmos

 
Voorbeeld mix 1

 
Fernmos

Make your choice 
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Rendiermos old green

Bolmos in licht en
donkergroen

 
Voorbeeldmix 2 

 
Voorbeeldmix 3

 
Voorbeeldmix 4 

 
Rendiermos Grijs

 
Korstmos

 
Rozen, orchideeen

 

 
Tree Fern

 
Hortensias 
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Maak je keuze voor een Jungle Wall Wand of schilderij 

 
Appelblad

 
Airplanten Papyrus

 
Houtschijven

 

 
Varens  diverse soorten Eucalyptus baby blue

 
Eucalyptus Nicoly

 
Ming Fern

 
Foxtail

Ficus



Metiez Nature Matters
Make a choice for a jungle moss walll

 
Appelblad

 
Airplanten Papyrus

 
Houtschijven

 

 
Varens  diverse soorten Eucalyptus baby blue

 
Eucalyptus Nicoly

 
Ming Fern

 
Foxtail

Ficus



Hans Westerduin
Kerkstraat 9

6659AA 
Wamel

The Netherlands
We deliver worldwide. Would you like to have contact and work in a different time

zone? Send us an email and we will call you back as soon as possible. For the USA To
hans@suiteplant.com

 
info@metiez.com

0031 (0) 6-28878836
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Kom je ons voor nog meer leuke ideeën, foto's en tips  volgen op Instagram?
@mosschilderijen.metiez

en of op 
Pinterest:

Metiez Moss Walls
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